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Reliable and independent worker with strong mechanical aptitude, customer service 
skill, and willingness to learn.

EXPERIENCE

Jr. Small Engine Mechanic
ABC Corporation - OCTOBER 2005 – JANUARY 2006

 Conducted routine and scheduled maintenance services such as oil 
changes, lubrications, and tune-ups.

 Cleaned and removed grease on engines and engine compartments 
using specific chemicals.

 Disassembled engines and repaired or replaced defective parts.
 Managed the front counter, including answering the phone and 

opening and closing the shop.
 Operated and repaired equipment such as rammers, vibratory plates, 

and walk-behind power trowels.
 Operated and repaired power tools such as grinders, drills, and saws.
 Repaired heavy-duty extension cords and curing equipment. Upheld 

top-quality workmanship and excellent customer service.

Small Engine Mechanic 
ABC Corporation - 2004 – 2005

 Began as an intern in mechanics, worked for a large period unpaid to 
gain skill.

 After 10 months began to earn pay for my work.
 Was responsible for every kind of diagnostic possible ranging from 

weed whackers to ride along mowers, and everything in between.
 Gained a competence in tool use and a familiarity with how 

mechanics work, developed a fascination with the electronic 
components.

 Took and returned machines to and from customers, had to uphold a 
strict level of professionalism in my work.

 Learned how to fix many things with whatever I had at my disposal.
 Developed strong analytical and problem solving skills..

EDUCATION

 Diploma in Gunsmith - 2013(Penn Foster Career School - Scranton, PA)
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SKILLS

Small engine mechanic, MS-Office.
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